
 MY OPTIMUM SPINAL HEALTH GUIDE

 

Below are 6 easy to implement strategies that will ensure your daily routine is set up 
to make sure you can live a pain free, functional and fun life!

Why does any of this matter?
Don’t you want to be one of the 10-30% of people that live

WITHOUT PAIN??

I will assume the answer is yes so here are TWO crucial things 
that you need to know:

Human beings are not designed to sit. In 
fact, evolution has crafted us to be upright 
and moving. If you look at the design of our 
joints, we have load bearing joints in our 
lower limbs and spine.

For our joints to remain healthy, they need to be 
moved regularly. Moving our joints allows them to 
get the required nutrients through lubrication and 
also eliminate any toxins that have built up. 
Movement is key when it comes to happy joints.

Did you know that approximately 80% of 
people will suffer from back pain in their life?

In 2015 back pain was the 2nd leading cause 
of disease burden in Australia.
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As function reduces and degeneration 
increases the likelihood somebody will suffer 

pain and disability increases too.
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Freshen Up Get Your Ergo On

Just like cleaning your teeth in the 
morning freshens your breath, your 
spine will also be freshened with a 
good clean. To clean your spine all you 
need to do is add movement! Each 
morning choose either a range of 
movements I like to call ‘Spinal 
Cleaning’ (attached) or something 
more challenging like Yoga or Pilates.  
The main point is, just like the Tin Man 
in the Wizard of Oz needed oil to move, 
so do your joints in the morning.  So 
let’s get them moving.

Use MY Ergonomic Set Up guide 
(attached) to establish your 
workspace in the office and at home. 
The absolute sweet spot is a set up 
that provides you with the option to 
both sit and stand ergonomically.

No Statues Time for a Pole Dance

Some With The Lot Ease The Tension

Or perhaps more accurately put, a pole lay. Even if you 
complete some or all of the above steps throughout the 
day you will still spend a lot of time with your arms in 
front of your body which will cause flexion of the spine. 
One of the best ways to combat this at the end of the 
day is by lying on a product called a Posture Pole or a 
foam roller.

Move your whole body in a way that causes some 
sweating and puffing for more than 30 minutes each 
day. That could be running, intense walking, 
bodyweight training, HIIT, dancing, gardening, 
cleaning, just as long as it is whole body and 
challenging. Notice how I have steered clear of the word 
exercise… that is because the focus here is movement!.

If you have followed the first 5 steps 
your body will be feeling great but we 
want to make sure that we don’t carry 
any of today’s issues into tomorrow. 
So, just like cleaning your teeth at the 
end of the day helps clear any mess 
that may have built up, one last lot of 
‘spinal cleaning’ will help clear out any 
remaining tension and is a great way 
to finish your day off physically.

If you’ve found a way to be on your feet whilst working, 
your back will be loving you! Unless you are standing still 
all day. Our joints need movement to nourish them and 
to clean out the unwanted stuff that builds up. So set a 
timer for every 15-20 minutes and complete MY 
Deskercises routine (attached).

For more information click onto www.marcusyeo.com/spinalhealthguide

MARCUSYEO
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SPINAL CLEANING

For more information click onto www.marcusyeo.com/spinalcleaning

MARCUSYEO
@docyeo

 
Spinal Cleaning is essentially a 3 step range of motion activity that takes your 
spine through its fundamental planes of motion and takes anywhere from 3 
minutes to 6 minutes. Basically you repeat the movements in each step for 
30-60 seconds and do it for your whole body and then just your neck..

‘Bookend your day with a spinal clean'

Bend yourself towards one side as 
far as you can, reaching one hand 
up over your head as the other one 
slides down the outside of the leg 
on the side that you are bending to. 

With your arms up in front of you, 
hands together and elbows pointed 
outward, twist yourself towards one 
side as far as you can. 

STEP 1 
Forward and Back

STEP 2 
Side Bending

STEP 3 
Twisting

Fold yourself slowly forward as far as 
you can, reaching your hands down 
towards your feet or the floor. 

Once you get as far as you can 
comfortably, take a slight pause and 
then start bringing yourself back up, 

e v e n t u a l l y 
bending as far 
back as you can 
go. Again take a 
slight pause at 
the end and then 
repeat the cycle.

As you twist to one side you will 
build up some tension in your body 
that will ‘spring’ you back in the 
other direction once you reach the 
end of your normal range. 

When moving 
your body, 
compared to 
step 1 and 2 
this one is 
done at a 
slightly faster 
pace with the 
use of a little 
momentum. 

With each 
twist you will 
get a stretch 
out of your 
tissues. 
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Once you get as far as you can 
comfortably, take a slight pause and 
then start bringing yourself back up, 

e v e n t u a l l y 
bending all the 
way to the other 
side in the same 
manner. Again 
take a slight pause 
at the end and 
then repeat the 
cycle.
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ERGONOMIC OFFICE ENVIRONMENT

X

WRONG SITTING POSITION

X
CORRECT SITTING POSITION CORRECT STANDING POSITION

SCREEN
Your computer screen should be directly in front of where you are sitting.
Your eyes should be in line with the top of the screen and arm length away (50-55cms)

Use the 20/20/20 rule. Have regular eye breaks where you look 20 meters away, 
for a period of at least 20 seconds, repeating every 20 minutes.

CHAIR
The chair height and back 
should both be adjustable.
Armrests should be adjustable
and fit under the desk.

Using an exercise ball can 
be a good alternative, as long
as correct body postion is 
maintained 

ARMS
Position your keyboard and 
mouse straight in front of you 
with your wrist and forearms 
supported on the desk.

When using the keyboard and/or 
mouse, keep shoulders relaxed 
and elbows resting comfortably 
straight down from your 
shoulders, elbow angle 
90 - 100 degrees.

Neck
Shoulders

Lower Back

Wrist

PHONE
Avoiding holding your 
phone between your ear 
and shoulder.

PHONE
If possible and available use a 
headset or earphones. 

SIT TO STAND DESK
you should follow the 
same principles as 
indicated in the sitting 
position when it comes 
to positioning your body. 

CORRECT USE OF PHONE

LEGS
Legs parallel to the floor.

FEET
Parallel to the floor, use a 
footrest if necessary.

WRONG USE OF PHONE

For more information click onto www.marcusyeo.com/ergonomics

MARCUSYEO
@docyeo

https://www.facebook.com/docyeo/
https://www.instagram.com/docyeo/
https://twitter.com/docyeo?lang=en
https://www.linkedin.com/in/docyeo/
http://www.marcusyeo.com/ergonomics
https://www.picuki.com/profile/docyeo


For more information click onto www.marcusyeo.com/deskercises

MARCUSYEO
@docyeo

DESKERCISES

 
One of the most detrimental work environments to people’s health and wellbeing is the 
‘humble’ desk job. The damage from sitting all day, every day for many years has been 
compared to the negative health impacts of smoking, so it essential to mitigate this risk from as 
many angles as possible. One of these is by incorporating simple movements throughout the 
day to keep your joints free and flexible!

Squatting
 
You can either push your chair back and squat 
unassisted or hold on to the desk to do this. The 
key here is getting your ankle, knee, hip and 
pelvic joints moving through their full range of 
motion. This exercise is about stretching your 
tissues more than building muscle.

1) Squat down as deep as you can go, feel the 
stretch up the back of your calf, across your knee
and up your thigh and around the back of your 
glutes.
2) ‘Sit’ in the squat for a few seconds before 
coming up.
3) Even do a little bounce whilst you are down 
there if it is comfortable to do so.
4) Repeat 5-10 times. 

Lateral (Side) lunge
Throughout the day we tend to operate in the 
forward-backward plane of motion and our side 
to side actions are minimal. As such those tissues 
don’t get stretched often. A lateral (side) lunge is 
a great way to open up the inner thighs.

1) Stepping back from your desk, take a step out 
to the side in either direction and lunge directly
sideways.
2) Remember this is about stretching the tissues 
so ‘sit’ in the stretch for a few seconds.
3) Return back to the middle
4) Then do the same in the opposite direction.
5) Repeat 5-10 times. 



For more information click onto www.marcusyeo.com/deskercises

MARCUSYEO
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DESKERCISES

 

Free Up The Spine
This is all about loosening up the long chains of 
connective tissue up the front, back and sides of 
your body:

Here is how to do it.

1) Stand up tall and then fold forward to try to 
touch your toes, pausing at the end of range to
get a little stretch up the back of the legs for 2-3 
seconds
2) Then return up to standing.
3) Next bend back with arms over your head to get 
some extension through your spine and opening 
up of the chest and abdomen.
4) Repeat 5-10 times. 
5) Lastly, with your arms out in front, twist your 
body side to side for 30 seconds.

Brugger position
 
Working with your arms in front of you all day means 
that it is imperative to open your chest up and get some 
retraction of the shoulder blades. 

Here is how to do it.

1) Sit at the edge of your chair.
2) Hold your head up high. Lengthen your body 
upwards by raising your chest as high as they can be.
3) Spread your legs slightly and turn them outward.
4) Turn your hands palms-up.
5) Rotate your arms outward as far as they can go so 
your shoulder blades squeeze together.
6) Hold this position and take deep "belly" breaths for 30 
seconds. 

Wrist and arm stretches
One of the first places we develop arthritis in our bodies is in 
our hands and fingers so it is crucial to try to remove tension 
that develops by working on the computer. 

To do this:

1) Extend your arm out in front with the tip of your elbow 
pointing to the floor.
2) Then gently bend your wrist back by pulling on your fingers 
so they are pointing down to the floor as well (palm facing 
away from you).
3) Next turn your elbow up whilst keeping your arm straight 
and bend you wrist back so your fingers are pointing to the 
floor with your palm facing toward you this time.
4) Hold for 15-20 seconds in each pose, repeat on both arms 
twice.

Palm facing out Palm facing in



For more information click onto www.marcusyeo.com/posturepole
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POSTURE POLE

 
To remove some of the physical stress that may have built up throughout 
the day you can try a simple 5-10 minute exercise on a product called a 
Posture Pole or a foam roller alternative

To be honest, exercise is a bit of a stretch as all it requires you to do is simply 
lay still on the Posture Pole or foam roller with your arms out to the side! 

Here is how it works:

’Some posture pole a day helps keep the spine pain away’ 

1. Lay on your back with the Posture Pole or foam roller running up and down the length of your spine.  

2. Have your arms sitting out to the side somewhere between by your hip and straight out 
sideways from your shoulders. The main aim is to get your shoulder blades back but comfort 
is also an important consideration here.

3. Start with your knees bent to remove some pressure from the 
lower back and gradually lower them as it feels comfortable to do so.

4. You can lay on a full circle 
foam roller or a Posture 
Pole/semi circle foam roller. 
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